The enrollment, as reported at the Secretary's office, is 1184.

Mr. W. R. Whitney, Ph.D., has been appointed Instructor in Sanitary Chemistry.

Soph., reading German, mispronounces "die." Mr. Bl-chst-n: "Never say die."

The white post recently placed in front of Rogers by the West End R. R. is a great accommodation.

Mr. H. N. Dickinson, instructor in English last year, has opened a school for boys at his home in Norfolk, Conn.

Adelphi Academy, whose Presidency Professor Levermore left the Institute to undertake, was incorporated as a college this summer.

On Wednesday evening, October 14th, a reception was given to the Senior students in Course VI., by Professor and Mrs. Lanza, at their home 22 West Cedar Street.

The old familiar landmark, or rather mudmark, is still most unpleasantly apparent as one approaches the Engineering Building. The mud is as sticky as ever.

The recent report of the death in Cuba of Osgood, the ex-captain and famous full back of the U. of P. football team, is denied by his brother, who is a student at Technology.

Friday, October 16th, the Class of 1900 met and heard the report of the constitution committee. The constitution was read and adopted with very few changes, it being practically the same as that of '98.

Professor Despradelle spent the afternoon of Friday, Oct. 16th, criticising the drawings of the Third-year Architects. This is something unusual for the Professor, as most of his time is demanded by the Fourth-year men.

The bicycle rack which has recently been placed near Rogers building is a great convenience. So many men now go to and from Technology on wheels, that a suitable place to store them had become very necessary.

The Institute has been fortunate in securing one of the Jeypore Portfolios of Architectural Design that are being given by His Royal Highness the Maharajah of Jeypore, to the educational institutions of the United States.

At a recent meeting of the '98 "Technique" Board, Mr. H. W. Jones was elected to the position of Athletic Editor, which office was left vacant by the resignation of Mr. Ulmer. Mr. Ulmer was elected to the position of Society Editor, in place of the late Mr. Hall.

Two 35 horse power compound dynamos have been received from the General Electric Co., and are being set up in the Electrical Engineering laboratory. They will be driven by a special 75-horse power engine, and will be used by the students in dynamo testing.

Candidates for the Freshman Football team were called out for practice on Thursday, October 15th. Twenty-four men were out, and this number, together with the prospect of two or three more good candidates, makes the outlook very promising. The weight of the team will probably exceed that of their opponents.

A change has recently been made in the work of Course VI., by the addition of one lecture a week on Electrical Measuring Instruments, and a corresponding reduction in the time allowed for the Mechanical Engineering Laboratory. This has been done in order that more time may be given to alternating current measurements.

At the annual election of '99 the following officers were, with one or two exceptions, unanimously elected for the ensuing year: